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1 - The beginning

This is the days of my umbreon.As you think this may be seeming pretty simple from the point but that of
what you think is a lie.............

One day as you know my umbreon lived in the wild.He loved to live there and could acually know his
way around.He had lived in a clan or group of umbreon for many years now.His father The Great
Umbreon was there leader and was respected by everyone....that is......except for one.....Nobody knew
why though.......Then one day it was hot out and T.G.U(The Great Umbreon)had past away from the
intense heat.....Umbreon was going to have to be the leader from now on and did it with pride.But the
Trader Umbreon that hated the T.G.U got furious of his decision of the leader(His son).

Trader Umbreon:"Umbreon I challenge you to a duel of the new leader!!!!!!"he said furiously

Umbreon:"No,Thats nonsence....a person like you can never lead this clan"being as calm as he could
be.

Trader Umbreon:"WHAT THE HELL YOU SAY SHORTY",as he got madder"You're afraid I'll kick your
@$$ in front of everyone!"

Umbreon:*a spark flew of in him*"FINE HOW ABOUT TONIGHT SCAR FACE!!!!(yes people trader
umbreon had a scar on his face)

Trader Umbreon:"OK, loser goes away and never comes back!",as he said confidently,"lucky thing it a
full moon tonight....."

Umbreon:*looks at sky"he's right!"*"Ok, see you tonight!"

Thats when everything changed.........



2 - The battle

So the midnight came and trader umbreon was right it was a full moon and the battle commenced!

umbreon's first move was a feirce shadow ball but trader umbreon had dodges it!He jumped on a nearby
tree to use his signature move...PYSCHIC!!Umbreon got hit and was almost down for count(His first
battle)Then Trader Umbreon then kept pounding on him with a cheating move......Focus Punch!

Umbreon:"HEY UMBREON'S CAN'T LEARN THAT MOVE!!!!"

Trader Umbreon:"AND!"

Umbreon:".....Fightinting type attacks aren't allow...."

before he could finish it was over........umbreon had lost due too a fighting move....

Trader Umbreon:"TOLD YOUR DUMB SORRY @$$ YOU"D LOSE!!!!Now as leader......i declare you to
be banished from here!!!!

Crowd:"you can't do that, that cheating what you did!"

Umbreon:STOP I lost and I'm leaving now......

Thats how it ended up he had lost and can never come back....



3 - the long journey

As you can see umbreon's dual really effected him..he never turned back to see his friends so he
travelled..lonely....alone.......sad.

*near a mountain side not to close away from an abandoned mansion*

Umbreon:this might make a good place for me stay.....*falls asleep*

Eerie voice:what is this lasy bum doing in our mansion!!!Gastly! Use your dream eater to shake this punk
up!

Gastly: Gotcha!*uses dream eater*

Umbreon:*wakes up*....AAAAAHH!scary dream just know.....hey who the hell are you 2!

Gengar and gastly:*laughing evily*we should be asking you that now lets have some fun!

At that time Umbreon didn't do anything because he was exhausted due to that Gengar and Gastly beat
him to tears.....when they were done Gengar used Psychic to throw him out.....so Umbreon kept
travelling.

*Umbreon kept travelling but it only got worse......he ran into a group of angry Fearrow, hit by a
rockslide, and worse to come......nearly lost his life by Altria using sky attack....did Umbreon
stop.........................no.....he kept travelling.*



4 - peace at last...OR WHAT I THOUGHT!

Umbreon kept travelling until he ran into my home town Lakefall Village...

*Umbreon arrived at my back gate of my back yard, tired and exhausted he fell out. As for me I saw him
laying there so i rushed out to help him*

Umbreon:*starts to wake up*........

Me:So your finally awakening.

Umbreon:*jumps out in fright*BACK YOU VILE HUMAN CHILD!!!!!

Me:Hey,I'm the one who helped you.

Umbreon:I DON"T GIVE A DAMN WHAT YOU SAY!!!!!!!!

Me:Well sorry if I bothered you!

Umbreon:I'm leaving now....*trys to walk but can't so he fell down*

Me:ARE YOU SERIOUS I WAS JUST KIDDING YOU CAN'T WALK ON THOSE BEATEN LEGS*tries to
help*

Umbreon:*tackles*LEAVE ME ALONE I'M FINE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!*tries to stand up but falls again*

Me:Umbreon stop.........I hate to see you in pain......

Umbreon:Why do you even care!? I'm just some strange pokemon in a strange village so why
should you and I care!?

Me:Because you remind me of myself............i want to do what I can without anyone to help out.....thats
why i care

Umbreon:...............

Me:So please stay just until you get better....please.

Umbreon:..............................ok......just until my leg heals.

Me:YEAH YOUR STAYING!!!!!!!!!!!*hugs him*

Umbreon:hey, hey, HEY!!!!I said I'll now let go kid!



Me:oh sorry.....my names Adonis and........................wait your a talking pokemon!*falls out*

Umbreon:this is gonna be a long day................-_-



5 - Umbreon's decision

As time past with me and Umbreon we started to know about each others feelings better he told me
what happened and I told him.....we were almost insykn with each other.......like true best friends

*Time past and Umbreon's leg got better so he thought it was time for him to stop being a burden and
leave*

Umbreon:Well Adonis,........my leg is completely healed time for me to go.....

Me:Can't you stay a little longer?plz?

Umbreon:No i have to go!

Me:But your my best friend!

Umbreon:that doesn't apply anymore!

*As you can see Umbreon has let me go to start to travel again.......I prevent for to go because the next
path is even worse then what it started to be!...........*

Me:That means all the things we went through was all a loss.....you didn't mean anything did
you?.....................I HATE YOU GO AWAY YOU STUBBORN
UMBREON!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!*runs in house*

Umbreon:o-o.k.............................................I-I will.

*Umbreon left me to keep travelling....................but something told me that he never really left*

In Umbreon's Mind:Evil side:you really didn't need him you never even knew how he felt! Good side:
Acually you did you just never took the time to deside to stay or go.*shakes head*

Umbreon:..............I'm........I'm feeling something............what is it......................I feel like i can't let this
person go..............what is it?

 

 



6 - Umbreon comes back

Once Umbreon left i had cried my tears out because I lost a friend or so I thought..............

Umbreon:I-I can't take it......he's my partner  and i can't let him go i'm turning back........

*Umbreon had chosen me in the end so he came back to my house*

Me:Whats that sound...................Umbreon?

Umbreon:you guessed right!

Me:You came back?

Umbreon:yep i just can't keep losing friends so partners?

Me:partners!

Umbreon:hurry an tell your parents we'll be travelling together now 'kay?

Me:Right.

*I told my parents I was going to travel with Umbreon from know on but come back occasionally.so they
agreed and I was off*

Umbreon:So whats the next town from here......

Me:i think its..........Spark town.........an  area filled with eletric type pokemon......

Umbreon:WE CAN TAKE UM!!!!!!!!!

Me:YOUR RIGHT LETS GO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Our compassion for each other had now grew and we would be friends till the end



7 - Whats your moves?

It came to the time when we had to know each other............by that I mean Umbreon's attacks.............

Me:I'm glad being with you.

Umbreon:me too.....

Me:one problem.......What are your attacks?

Umbreon:I know a lot.........but,....I only use 3 every so often.........Psychic,Faint Attack and
Moonlight.....so I forgot the rest :P

Me:Then lets see all of them.....

Umbreon:*uses every attack*

Me:need to see more.......

Umbreon:HOW THE HELL AM I SUPPOSED TO DO THAT!!!!!!!!!

Me:Use the power within'

Umbreon:..................seriously what the F%$#@ are you talking about?

Me:USE PARTS OF YOU DAMN BODY TO SEE IF YOU CAN RECALL AN ATTACK!!!!!!!

Umbreon:Oh.............now I see

Me:now try with your paws.......

*two hours later after remembering attacks*

Me:Ok.......Shadow Claw,Shadow Blast,Sucker Punch,Shadow Ball,Crunch,Bite,and Total Darkness are
all your moves....

Umbreon:yep......

Me:ok........now use Sucker Punch

Umbreon:why?

Me:I don't know.



Umbreon:THEN WHY THE HELL SHOULD I USE IT!

Me:testing you..........

Umbreon:Whatever....

Looks like Umbreon finally understands his attacks...........but can he use it right!
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